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Dec 26, 2016
DEMONETISATION – AFTER EFFECTS

Dear CANPALS,
Another five days, demonetisation will come to an end.
Curtains are down for others,
But,For the Bankers?
Wounds to be healed !
Scars to be disappeared !!
Pains and problems to be converted as profits !!!
I must appreciate all our CANBANK MEN AND WOMEN irrespective of cadre displayed an
exemplary courage and conviction during this testing time.
We already addressed a letter to our Respected MD & CEO on our expectations and our readiness
to convert all the avenues in to opportunities.
During the next few days, to set the records right, we the CANPALS have to urgently carry out
certain important tasks.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sorting the currencies and remitting to currency chests and further to RBI.
Tallying the cash in SAS package.
Clearing the increased inflow of inward and outward cheques.
Updating and uploading the specimen signatures, wherever the cheques are
issued afresh in the process of introducing the cashless banking.
5. Reviewing the Jandhan accounts for up grading wherever the transactions are
crossed the threshold level.
I know that our CANPALS are already extending voluntary services in sorting the currencies and
clearing the cheques in the places like HYDERABAD, VIJAYAWADA, PUNE and CHENNAI on even
holidays and Sundays.

I request all our CANPALS to ascertain the branches Who are in need of any such assistance and
extend all the possible help in order to complete before the target date.
It would help the entire our Bank to come back to track on time and to commence our routine
business.
FRAUD FREE BANK
FLAW FREE BANKING
Is our
OBJECTIVE
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